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ABSTRACT:
Respecting the high consumption of energy in public buildings, optimization
of energy consumption and proposing administrative solution in order to mitigate the
energy consumption seems an indispensable issue. Any form of utilizing solar energy
is desirable but the economic conditions of each one should be precisely calculated.
Therefore, the objective of the present paper is to design a hotel enjoying the
benefits of solar energy. The solar energy utilization can be beneficial in cooling and
heating systems used in hotels and houses and it can highly save the energy
consumption so that it reduces energy consumption by 0.5%. This review speaks
about utilizing solar energy (if its technology is produced in the country) that can play
a major role in the industrial independence of the country.
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has emphasized the efficient use of energy resources

INTRODUCTION
With regard to the serious limitations on energy

and reserves. Therefore, there is necessary to design

sources and the environment in most of countries, ener-

such staying complexes able to meet the mentioned re-

gy efficiency in buildings has been turned into a main

quirements. A sustainable building is not only construct-

priority and essential issues in buildings regulations in

ed against the nature, but it is also designed parallel and

the recent decades (Ghasemzadeh et al., 2010). A suita-

adjacent to it in order for better providing human com-

ble solution for energy efficiency is energy management

fort. Besides function and aesthetics, architectural de-

system. The system controls and monitors the whole

sign of a building should apply the maximum natural

surfaces of the building in order to reduce the costs of

factors and resources to balance the environmental con-

energy bills and clarifies the various activities depend-

ditions of users’ comfort. In a comprehensive view,

ent to energy consumption and is followed by positive

sustainability as sustainable development can be exam-

results in mitigating energy consumption of the building

ined in economic, social and environmental aspects.

as well. In fact, this management system leads to opti-

Sustainable development is not just limited to architec-

mization of time and duration of using energy. Due to

ture and designing and is applied in many majors

the Iran geography and environment, the country can be

(Alwan et al., 2017).

self- reliant in solar energy production. Propagation and

In Iran, due to suitable latitude, taking consider-

persuasion of using solar energy may bring new job

able amount of solar energy provides an outstanding

chances in the fields of manufacturing materials, devic-

condition to produce and use sustainable and clean ener-

es, transmission systems and other dependent fields. It

gy. So, right policy making can notably reduce the ener-

not only requires semi-skilled workers, but provides

gy consumed by the buildings. Mitigating energy con-

jobs for experts. Hence, using solar energy can be an

sumption is a desirable solution to reach sustainability

effective measure in using such energy in hotels con-

by using more solar energy for heating and generating

structions. Regarding growing population and advances

electrical energy and circulating the air in the inside.

in tourism industry and requiring staying spaces and

Photovoltaic cells as a good example of storing and tak-

complexes (that is considered as the main needs of a

ing the solar energy improve and raise the quality of

tourist) and according to the high expenses of using and

human life in cities by directing the sunlight inside the

supplying energy and also considering the indiscrimi-

building and other modern methods. Solar water heating

nate use of some energy types (like fossil fuels) would

and collectors can often supply the required energy of

harm the environment and leads to depletion of energy

the whole residential buildings of Iran because of being

reserves, energy saving is a crucial issue.

exposed to sunlight. Solar energy has potential to be

Energy consumption per capita for Iranian is
th

highly used for cooling in the buildings. There are many

2.5 ton crude oil for each person. So Iran stands 40 in

experiences of constructing such buildings in which the

the world followed by Malaysia, Portugal and Venezue-

solar energy is effectively applied to generate heating

la. The costs of indiscriminate use of energy are estimat-

energy and they reduced the need to other sources of

ed to be over 5 billion dollars of which one third is used

energy. Studies and experiences of constructing such

by residential buildings to provide heating, lighting,

buildings and utilizing methods of supplying energy

cooling and ventilation in cold and hot seasons. This

from the sun in Iran and other countries confirm the

fact, along with environmental protection, reducing ur-

possibility of using this method in practice. Supplying

ban air pollution and limitation of fossil fuels sources,

required energy of the building and reducing the de-
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pendency to non-renewable energy decrease the owners’

able to supply the building thermal load fully or partial-

costs and in macro scale has positive impacts on the

ly. Heating consumptive water by solar water heating is

economy of the country and it provides a clear prospect

known as the most economical way of exploiting solar

in achieving sustainable architecture (Mokhtari et al.,

energy. The solar energy can be utilized to provide the

2014).

consumptive hot water of the apartments and public

The advantages of using solar energy

buildings especially where providing energy is limited

Solar chemistry

and faces difficulties. With respect to Iran geography, a

Solar radiation to the earth, making photosyn-

large number of solar water heating and several solar

thesis in plants, turning Carbon dioxide to Oxygen and

baths has been installed and exploited in some parts of

producing food on the earth is the key factor of survival

the country (Najafi et al., 2015).

of the human and other organisms (Kalogirou, 2013).

Designing a solar hotel site
Attention and considering the space around the

Solar electricity
Solar energy turns into electricity by solar in-

building is and effective factor in the hotel design. In

verters. It provides the power of most of space crafts,

this section, a few suggestions are provided for better

Telecommunications satellites and other electrical de-

designing of the surroundings, landscape of the building

vices (ibid).

and the principles of placing that on the site.
The designer should start the design process by

Solar heat
The heat is supplied by types of collectors of

site drawing. Building placement on the land is related

generating thermal energy for hot water, central thermal

to the landscape, green space and building form. The

system and building ventilations. This type of solar en-

relationship and connection with the landscape and the

ergy is widely used than above ones (ibid). Renewable

environment depend on the functional arrangement of

energy is defined as any energy resource that can be

the interior spaces, the execution of the building façade,

replenished constantly. Some advantages of the solar

material selection and so on. The first significant phase

energy are as follows (Mekhilef et al., 2011):

of the design process is site investigation and analysis.



Renewable energy never generates CO2 or other pol-

That is, designing the space among the buildings and

lutant gas harmful for the atmosphere.

masses, without making any shade by using plants, wind

Renewable does not leave any waste or problematic

breaker and so on in order to establish the micro climate

remnants.

conditions around the building (Watson and Kenneth,



Renewable energy is endless.

1983).



Renewable energy can be locally and regionally pro-

Using solar energy to increase the quality of hotel’s

duced.

design





Renewable energy can stop dependency to the fossil
fuels.

Solar water heating and air heating

Using renewable energy in energy consumption
and balancing the energy generation and consumption in
the building has been at the center of the attention in

Solar air heating is a device that heats the inlet

sustainable architecture and climate design. Because of

air in addition to taking the thermal energy of the sun.

consuming energy to provide human comfort, it is nec-

While using renewable energy, there is not only any

essary to adopt some programs and actions to reduce the

limitation on making fresh air, but the system is also

energy consumption (Moradi, 2008). The minimum
amount of energy consumption in hotels should not ex-
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ceed the annual amount of energy consumption of a

ly reduces the high heat loss of the northern walls.

country. To this end, renewable energy such as solar

Elements found on the landscape like evergreen trees

energy can be applied in hotels to reduce the use of fos-

can protect the northern and western sides of the build-

sil fuels (Delshad et al., 2015).

ing against cold winds blown in the winter and the in-

The ways of supplying and saving the energy in

tensive sunlight in the summer afternoon. The above

buildings

mentioned items are some strategies taken for optimiz-

In order for minimum use of energy, the whole

ing the energy consumption.

surfaces of a building should be optimized. Optimiza-

Placing thermal mass directly exposed to the sun-

tion, here, means to calculate the heat transfer coeffi-

light is important

cient and heat capacity of the all surfaces and openings,

If thermal mass is properly distributed, there

analyze the results and then selecting the optimized op-

will be more comfort because broader area reduces the

tion with the lowest energy consumption. The following

concentration of heat or cold. Light and bright materials

types of renewable energy can used to supply the re-

transfer the energy to heavy and dense materials until

quired energy of the buildings: 1. Wind. 2. Biomass. 3.

they are in a room with high amount of taking solar en-

Solar heating (in two forms of flat and tubular). 4. Pas-

ergy. Vertical surfaces that are not directly exposed to

sive solar systems (Solar greenhouse is the most typical

the sunlight are able to reduce the temperature changes

form of this system)

by absorbing the heat as well. Carpets and curtains may

Spaces (based on their functions) should be designed

reduce the impact of the thermal mass to some extent

along the sunlight direction

too. Hence, it is logical to provide complete details for

Spaces requiring lower heating and lighting

the proposed designs in order to optimum connection

such as parking, storeroom, workshops and staircase are

between the systems and the room function. Houses

designed on the northern side of the building to mitigate

exposed to the sunlight lack of solar thermal mass re-

the impacts of thermal loads in the winter. This normal-

quire southern windows with an area less than 7% of the

Figure 1. A section and a view of Sheraton hotel in Bilbao, Spain (Alexander and Kennedy, 2002)
1333
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heat floor. Direct-gain passive solar systems can be up

should be considered in hotel design that meets the fol-

to 12% of the floor area in the southern windows. Solar

lowing needs:

spaces should only have vertical openings and windows.



Inclined glass planes can highly absorb the heat. Every
square foot of glass exposed to the south side should be

People could be saved in time of fire and emergency
cases.



If a passenger passes away in the hotel, the corpse

accompanied by three square feet masonry materials

cannot be carried out of the hotel through the eleva-

(Kasmaei, 2003).

tors or the stairs because of the unpleasant scene

The role and position of the building codes in hotel

which has negative impacts on other passengers. In

design

such cases, the fire escape or emergency exit is used.
The main part of a hotel is its building. It is

The entrance door of the hotel and some spaces

noteworthy that the building should be specifically de-

inside the hotel such as restaurant and kitchen should be

signed for hotel function. The building plans should be

made of mirror because of seeing the backside. If the

designed so that there won’t be any subsequent prob-

hotel has hair dryers, the radiators must be installed

lems. The bath ventilation should be automatically oper-

where they don’t occupy much area. A mirror should be

ated as soon as the ventilation system is switched on

installed above the sink. It helps to see the backside.

(Penner et al., 2013).

The mirror size should be selected in a way that tall and

According to Chedwal et al. (2015) a fire escape

short people use it easily. The sign of the hotel name

Figure 2. Site plan of Sheraton hotel (Alexander and Kennedy, 2002)
Journal of Research in Ecology (2018) 6(1): 1330-1337
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stores, restaurant, and conference room and so on. If the
hotel is located near the sea, it is necessary to consider
the facilities for transportation to the downtown in order
to buy daily items for the hotel. It is also required to
consider the costs of being away from the city to prevent future difficulties. The balcony of a room should be
specifically designed to be used only for a room. It is
not recommended to design a common balcony used by
several rooms (Gu et al., 2012).
The above points about the hotel design apply to
Figure 3. An interior view of Olympic hotel in Tehran
(Talebian et al., 2010 )

hospitals, motels and boarding houses too. Besides, people taste and preference should be considered. For in-

must be installed where its light would not disturb the

stance, people may like and prefer a dark cafe that is

residents of the hotel. The gas piping of the hotel should

managed with especial style in a period of time. But this

be implemented during the construction work. Because

preference may change during the time. Hence, it is

the sinks are loosened by force, such equipment should

necessary to consider people taste and see how long

be tightly and firmly installed to prevent any movement

their taste lasts (Alwan et al., 2017).

(Ransley and Ingram, 2012).

Review of the related hotels in terms of energy

Designing sauna in the hotel is recommended.
So it is better to consider the required installation equip-

consumption
Sheraton hotel in Bilbao, Spain

ment. As it was mentioned in the prior section that the

The built up area of Sheraton hotel is 193000

building of the hotel is its main part and it should be

m2. The mass and building of the hotel is designed in a

constructed based on the plans with hotel function, an

compact form to be in harmony with the context. It is

investor may buy a building with other occupancy to

similar to a rock in which some parts are removed like a

exploit it as a hotel. If the building is old, the building is

sculpture. The removed parts or holes depend to the

not suitable to be used for hotel function. If the entire

views around the building. In the covered and 8-strey

income of the hotel is allocated to renovation and repairs of its building, it does not meet the required criteria for a hotel with proper servicing. If the old building
was constructed for hotel function, it is necessary to
consult with engineers and experts regarding the usability of the building as a hotel (ibid).
When the owner buys the land of the hotel, it is
recommended to consider the green space and landscape
design of the hotel because designing beautiful scenery
is factor that is very valuable and notable for passengers. It also raises the hotel value and position.

It is

necessary to consider the future development of the
hotel in terms of constructing some spaces such as
1335
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atrium of the hotel, the holes create light and shade con-

or very expensive to pass electricity through power dis-

stantly. As shown in Figure 1, the rooms and suits de-

tribution networks. Although this technology is more

2

signed around the atrium. They have a 9 m window to

expensive than the typical electricity generation devices,

provide privacy while it links the rooms to the mas of

it is the best method to use solar energy for electricity

the building. The restaurant and cafe are designed in the

generation. Global warming is an incentive and driver to

ground floor and the pool and sport clubs are located in

design buildings which takes the most of solar energy in

the sixth floor to use the available view (Alexander and

order to provide the heating, cooling and lighting. Now-

Kennedy, 2002). Figure 2 shows the site plan of Shera-

adays, there are many types of photovoltaic systems that

ton hotel that was provided by Alexander and Kennedy

are affordable regarding their functions. Photovoltaic

(2002).

systems of power generation are reliable in terms of

Olympic hotel in Tehran, Iran

exploitation and maintenance. The design of these sys-

The building was initially constructed for Asian
games (1974) as a center for administrative affairs,

tems is very simple and any part can be calculated and
sized as per the user’s requirements and needs.

press and reporters, radio and television. After Islamic

For urban areas, new ideas and innovations are

revolution, the building was renovated and turned into a

proposed in which buildings that uses solar energy are

hotel (Figure 3). The 4-star hotel has 100 royal rooms

not unusual anymore. They are not considered as atypi-

and duplex suits (97 duplex rooms and 3 suits). Amphi-

cal and unbelievable buildings. The urban structures and

theater (600 seats), conference room (250 seats) and

built environments should be managed by using the

several halls for training courses and lectures are other

following environmental and climate factors:

spaces of the hotel. Reception rooms (6000 seats), res-



taurants (150 seats), traditional tea house, gym, pool,
sauna, football field, store, bank, clinic, currency ex-

Temperature control and using daylight in houses
and public spaces



change and so on are other facilities and spaces de-

Buildings and streets should be oriented and directed
toward sunlight.

signed in Olympic hotel (Figure 4) (Talebian et al.,



Topography and sun exposure

2010).



Streets, houses and public covered spaces should be
placed along the wind path, systematic ventilation

CONCLUSION
Regarding the importance of protecting the en-

and cool air halls should be provided.


vironment and saving the limited fossil fuel, based on

Allocating vegetation and green spaces to provide
Oxygen

the sustainability, utilizing renewable energy is a re-



Making thermal balance, shading and wind breakers.

quirement. Using any types of renewable energy de-



Investigating underground water (the relation be-

pends on resources and facilities. In Iran, regarding the
geography and meteorological conditions, most of renewable energy types can be exploited. Solar energy s

tween the water and waterway systems)


Solar energy is a principle of sustainable architecture.

one of those types. Solar energy can be found and is
freely available all over the world. Photovoltaic system
is a significant device that is able to generate the required electricity for villages, distant areas and nomads
because these areas are impassable and it is impossible
Journal of Research in Ecology (2018) 6(1): 1330-1337
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